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In the earlier paper of the same authors [1] an Optimal Pole As
signment (OPA) theorem has been enunciated. Using this theorem 
the Optimal Pole Region (OPR) has been delineated. A recursive 
procedure has been used to .carry out optimal pole assignment. At 
each recursion one or two poles have been assigned. In this paper a 
method for multiple real pole assignment at each recursion is devel
oped. In the process a physical interpretation for Riccati equation 
solution matrix P has been given. An algorithm for multiple pole 
assignment is presented . In carrying out optimal pole assignment we 
have assumed that R = Im and determined the optimal pole region. 
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In a subsequent article this assumption has been relaxed . Our in
vestigation reveals that a general R alters the OPR and that it is 
possible to increase the OPR. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that for a multJ-input ·system there are many control laws which 

achieve the same closed loop pole configuration . It indicates thereby that apart 

from pole assignment, a state feedback could satisfy additional performance re

quirements such as minimization of a quadratic performance index. Such an 

optimal pole assignment (OPA) amalgamates the advantages of improved tran

sient response of pole assignment and the feedback properties of linear quadratic 

design. In our earlier paper [1] an OPA theorem has been enunciated. Using this 

OPA theorem the Optimal Pole Region (OPR) for one or two poles has been 

delineated. A recursive procedure' has been used to carry out the optimal pole 

assignment. In this paper OPA theorem has been extended to carry out multiple 

pole assignment at each recursion. 

The optimal pole assignment by delineating OPR has been done with R = 

I m. The OPR helps to locate the optimal poles and also to calculate the mini

mizing cost function Q. 

For a ; given controller K, cost function ( Q, R) is not unique. This is the 

redundancy problem. In the paper by Molinari [3] a theorem has been stated. 

This theorem states that the cost functions Q 1 and Q 2 for an optimal K are 

equivalent if there exists a symmetric matrix Y satisfying A'Y + Y A = Q1 - Q2 

and Y B = 0. But nothing has been mentioned about the cost function R. In 

the paper by Martin [2] a linear algebraic equation has been established to 

determine the matrix pairs that are equivalent to ( Q, R). 

The redundancy problem subsequently dealt with in this pap er differs from 

the works of Molinari and Martin. For a set of optimally assigned poles by 

delineating OPR, a method for generating equivalent controller K and corre

sponding cost function ( Q , R) has been proposed. It has been found that optimal 

pole region alters and it is possible to increase the OPR. 
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2. OPA theorem 

Consider the controllable system 

X= AX + BU (1) 

with control law 

U=-KX (2) 

the closed loop system is 

X= Ax =(A- BK)X 

wherein the dimensions of state n.nd input vector are n x 1 and m x 1 respectively. 

The other system matrices are of compatible dimensions. 

A reduced order controllable system can be decoupled from this system by 

the real Schur form (RSF) transformation for pole assignment. A recursive pro

cedure is adopted for complete pole assignernnt [1]. Thus th(~ reduced order 

controllable system at k- th recursion is 

(4) 

with control law 

(5) 

the closed loop system becomes 

(6) 

In this system XkL and U are Pk x 1 and m x 1 state and input vectors resp ec

tively. The remaining matrices are of compatible dimensions. In addition, BkL 

is of full rank. 

Let the linear quadratic cost function be 

J = 100 

(x[LQkLxkL +uT RU)dt (7) 

where, QkL = Q{L ;::: 0 (positive semidefinite) and R = R.T > 0 (positive 

definite) , the upper index T denoting the transposition. For this cost function 

to be minimum, the controller for the system is given by 

} .- R- lBT p '-kL = kL kL (8) 
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where, PkL = P'{L > 0 (positive definite) is the solution of the algebraic Ricatti 

equation. There is no loss of generality in assuming R = Im [2). Hence 

(9) 

THEOREM 2.1 (OPA THEOREM) For the controllable system with Pk :S m, 

the poles of the closed loop system can be assigned so that PkL = P'{L > 0 

and QkL = QIL 2: 0 iff (BkLBfL)- 1 (AkL - AkL) is positive definite, and 

-(BkLBfL)- 1(AkL-AkL)AkL-AIL(BkLBfL)- 1(AkL-.AkL) is positive semidef

inite. 

PROOF: See [1]. 

Thus P.k ( :::; m) poles can be assigned optimally by delineating OPR using 

the above theorem and PkL and QkL are given by [1) 

(10) 

(11) 

LEMMA When Pk ( :S m) poles are optimally assigned using OPA theorem, 

leading principal minors P;; of PkL are directly proportional to pole shift. 

PROOF: The reduced order system matrices in RSF at k-th recursion are 

r a~, !312 !313 (31p 

l AkL = azz f3z3 (32p 

0 L 0 a pp 

r a:, 
/312 /313 (31p 

l AkL = a22 f3z3 /3zp 

0 a pp 

and 

r bu 

h2 

b,p l 
(BkLB[L)-

1 = ~~~ b22 b2p 

hp bzp bpp 
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Then from (10) we have 

['" 
b12 ,,, ] [ "" - "" /312 - i312 p,. - p,,] 

pkL 
b12 b22 bzp 0 azz - &zz /3zp - /3zp 

. . . . . . 

blp bzp bpp 0 0 Cl'pp- &pp 

l ::: P12 P13 

''" ] pzz Pz3 Pzp 

Plp Pzp PPP 

Pn 
p22 

(12) 

From (12) we get 

Pll = Pll = bll(all- all)> o (13) 

and 

P12 = b12(a11- all)= bll(f312- ~12) + b12(a22 - a22) 

substituting for (f312 - ~12) from this equation in (12) and simplifyi:qg we get 

(14) 

where 

(15) 

Now equations (13) and (14) are equations of a straight line. Similarly, it can 

be shown that the &;; is directly proportional to P;;. This has been illustrated 

in Figure 1. 

Therefore, the leading principal minors of PkL are directly proportional to 

the pole shift. 

This lemma leads us to the following definition. 

DEFINITION Since the leading principal minors of PkL are proportional to pole 

shift in RSF plane, the algebraic Riccati equation solution matrix P is called 

pole shift matrix. 
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0 .-----------------------------------------~ 

Figure 1. Relation between principal minor and closed loop poles 

Pk ( :::; m) closed loop poles { G:;;} are assigned progressively such that P;; > 0 

and Q;; (leading principal minor of QkL) 2:: 0. This has been illustrated by the 

numerical example involving one recursion. 

3. OPA algorithm - the multiple pole assign

ment 

1) Transform A and B to RSF 

Ao = Uif AUo and Eo = Uif B 

where U0 is the unitary similarity transformation matrix that transforms 

A to RSF Ao. 

2) Choose q, the number of recursions necessary to carry out pole assignment, 

and the order in which the poles are to be assigned. Set k = 0 and Ao = Ao . 

3) Set k = k + 1 

4) Obtain Ak = Uj{ Ak _1Uk and Bk = Uj{ Bk - 1 

5) Set i = 0 

6) Set i = i + 1 and choose P;; = a > 0 

7) Calculate P;; by solving P;; = a 
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8) Solve the simultaneous equations for p1;, P2i, ... , p;; and determine&;; . 

9) Draw the straight line joining a;; and &;; . Choose desired &;; on this 

straight line and read P;;. 

10) Determine p;; from P;; 

11) If i = 1 go to step (13) otherwise go to step (12) 

12) Solve the simultaneous equations for Pli , P2i, ... , P( i -l )i and determine 

jjli, lh;, . .. , jj(i -l )i 

13) Set j=i 

14) Set j=j+1 

15) Calculate Pij· If j = Pk go to step (16) otherwise go to step (14) 

16) Check for Q;;; If Q;; ::=: 0 go to step (17) or else put&;;= a;; - b (b > 0) , 

read P;; on straight line and go to step (10) 

17) If i = Pk go to step (18) otherwise go to step (6) 

18) Calculate K k L 

19) If k = q go to step (20) otherwise go to step (3) 

20) Calculate P, K, Q and A in the original system coordinates. 

Illustrative example 1 

Consider 

X = [ -~ -~ ~ l X+ [ ~ ~ ~ l U 
0 1 -1 1 1 2 

By RSF transformation we get 

Ao = 
-0.707 -2.1 21 l 
-2.0 -1.0 , 

0 -1.0 . 

where 

[ 

1 0 

Uo = 0 0.707 

0 0.707 
-~.707] 

0.707 

2.0 0 

-0.707 0 

0.707 1.414 
-~ . 707] 

2.121 

The open loop poles are at -4, -2 , -1 and q = 1. Since U1 = h the identity 

matrix we have, AlL = A1 = Ao and B1L = B1 = Bo. To shift the open loop 

pole at -4, choose a = 0.5 
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0 

-1 

- 2 

- 3 

- 4 

- 5 

ii;; 

Figure 2. Closed loop poles of illustrative Example 1 

[ 

3 7.777 0.707] [ - 4 - ii11 - 0.707-= fi1z 2.121 - }13] 
= 7.777 22.5 2.5 0 -2 - CYzz - 1 - f3z3 

0.707 2.5 0.5 0 0 - 1 - ii33 

Now P11 = P1 1 = 3(-4- ii11) = 0.5 which implies ii11 = - 4.167. 

Straight line is drawn through the points - 4 and - 4.167 in Figure 2. 

Choosing CY 11 = - 4.333 from Figure 2 we get P 11 = p11 = 1. Then 

and 

r 1 

P1L = l2.593 
0.236 

2.593 

P22 

P23 

0.236 ] 
P23 , 

P33 

[ 

8.333 17.128 1.728] 
Q1L = 17.128 qzz qz3 , 

1.728 qz3 q33 

p ll > 0 

Qll > 0 

Now we shift the open loop pole at -2, for Pzz = 0.5 , pzz = 7.222 and iizz = 
-2.214. 

A straight line is drawn through - 2 and -2.214 in Figure 2. Choosing ii22 = 
- 2.548 we have Pzz = 1.278 and pzz = 8.0. Solving for P12, we have fi12 = 
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-0.151. Thus 

and 

P1L = [ ~ . 593 
0.236 

2.593 

8.0 

0.976 

0.236] 
0.976 , 

P33 

[ 

8.333 17.128 1.728] 
QlL = 17.128 38.607 5.999 , 

1.728 5.999 q33 
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p22 > 0 

Q22 > 0 

Finally we shift the open loop pole at -1. For ?33 = 0.5, we have P33 = 0.551 

and &33 = - 3.739. Choosing &33 = -2.681 on the straight line joining the points 

-1 and - 3.739 in Figure 2, we get ?33 = 0.307 and P33 = 0.4 . 
"· - -Solving for P13 and P23 we get (313 = 1.599 and f3z3 = -0.676. Then 

and 

[ 

1 2.593 

P1L = 2.593 8.0 

0.236 0.976 

0.236] 
0.976 , 

0.4 

[ 8.333 17.128 1728] 
QlL = 17.128 38 .607 5.999 , 

1.728 5.999 2.231 

Q33 > 0 

We thus have 

- [ - 4.333 -0.151 1599] 
AlL = 0 -2 .548 -0.676 

0 0 -2.681 

and 

T [ 0.333 0.219 0.064] 
KlL = BlLplL = {).333 1.380 0.566 

-0.333 -0 .993 0.394 

Now, referred to the original system coordinates 

- [ - 4.333 
A= 0 

0 

1.024 1.238] 
-2.952 -0.405 

0.271 -2.276 
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[ 0.333 0.2 -0.109] 
K = 0.333 1.376 - 0.576 

-0.333 -0 .424 0.981 

[ LO 
1.2 -1667] 

P = 1.2 . 5.176 - 3.8 > 0 

- 1.667 - 3.8 3.224 

and 

[ 8.333 13.333 - 10.889] 
Q = 13.333 26.418 -18.188 > 0 

-10 .889 - 18.188 14.420 

4. The redundancy problem 

With R1 = I m, Pk ( ::::; m) poles can be optimally assigned by delineating 0 PR 

using Theorem 1 (OPA theorem). From (10) and (11) PfL and QlL are given 

by 

(16) 

(17) 

Equivalent positive definite cost function R2 = RI -:f Im can be found by using 

Theorem 2 stated below. It also helps in finding equivalent functions P{L and 

Q~L· 

THEOREM 4.1 For optimally assigned Pk( ::::; m) poles, R2 = RI> 0 is equiva

lent cost function iff SPfL is positive definite and SQlL + (SAIL - AJLS)PfL 
is positive semidefinite where 

Hence equivalent P~L and Q~L can be calculated. 

PROOF: We have, substituting forS from (18) 

sP1L = (BkLR2 1 BIL) - 1 (BkLBIL)P1L 

T 1 -From (16) (BkLBkL)PkL = (AkL - AkL), therefore 

SPfL = (BkLRz 1 BJL) - 1 (AkL - .Au) = P{L > 0 

(18) 

(19) 
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Furthermore, substituting for QkL and S from (17) and (18) respectively 

SQtL + (SA[L - A[LS)PfL 

(BkLR2 1 B[L)- 1(BkLB[L)( -PfLAkL- A[LPfL) 

+(BkLR2 1 B[d- 1 (BkLB[L)A[LP1L 

-A[L(BkLR2 1 B[L)- 1(BkLB[L)PfL 

-(BkLR2 1 B[L)- 1(BkLB[L)PfLAkL 

-A[L(BkLR2 1 B[d- 1(BkLB[L)PfL 

substituting again from (16) 

SQtL + (SA[L- A[LS)PfL 
1 T 1 - -

-(BkLR2 BkL)- (AkL- AkL)AkL 

-A[L(BkLR2 1 B[L)- 1(AkL- AkL) 
2 - T 2 2 

-PkLAkL- AkLPkL QkL ~ 0 
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(20) 

Thus, R 2 is equivalent cost function for the optimally assigned Pk( ~m) poles 

iff 

SPfL > 0 and SQtL + (SA[L- A[LS)PfL ~ 0 

and equivalent PfL and Q~L can be calculated using equations (19) and (20) 

respectively. 

All the equivalent cost functions ( Q, R) for a set of optimally assigned poles 

can be determined using the above stated theorem. Illustrative examples are 

given in Section 5. 

5. Illustrative examples 

It is possible to shift a complex conjugate pair of poles to a pair of complex 

conjugate poles or real poles in the OPR. A pair of real poles can be shifted 

to real poles or to complex conjugate poles in the OPR. All the equations for 

optimal pole regions derived in our previous paper [1] remain the same but 

define the new optimal pole regions because of the presence of R. The OPR 

delineated using these equations is illustrated in Figure 3. The hatched area 

represents the OPR. 

EXAMPLE 2. Consider 

-2 -1 
0 -1 

-0.707 0.0 l 
0.707 1.414 
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I m 

R=h 
R=f-h 

~ Additional 
OPR due to 
R=f-h 

Figure 3. OPR shifting of real poles to complex poles 

a) With R1 = h [1] 
OPR of jJ 

/Jmax = 0.89 

Let jJ = 0.5 with this value of {3, {32 = 0.342 and /J1 = -0.731 with the value of 

/J2, the OPR of a is 

a :::; -2.068 

The value a = -3 satisfies the necessary constraints and 

.~P _ [ -3 -0.731 l 
lL- 0.342 -3 

[ 
-1.414 0.379] 

KfL = 
0.465 1.224 

pl - [ 2.329 0.329] 
lL- 0.329 0.866 

Ql - [ 11.538 3.35 ·] 
lL - 3.35 4.03 
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This R 2 satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2. 

OPR cf f: 

fimax = 1.1547 

And for Ehosen fi of 0.5, fi2 = 0.197, j31 = -'1.267 and OPR of iY is 

ii < - 1.934 

Selected a = - 3 satisfies other constraints also. Thus 

-2 [ -3 :-1.267] p2 - [ 3.197 - 1.197 ] A -
lL- 0.197 -3 JL - -1.197 1.732 

KfL = [ - 1.414 - 0.378] 
QiL = [ 

16 .. 221 -1.932 ] 
0.568 1.603 -1.932 4.2 14 

REMARKS: 

1. OPR of a alters with R and it is possible to increase OPR. 

2. Generally fimax range also alters it is possible to increase fimax range. 
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3. Though closed loop poles remain the same with different R's off-diagonal 

elements of AkL are altered. 

EXAMPLE 3. Consider 

X = [ -~ - ~ ~ l X + [ ~ ~ l U 
0 1 -1 1 1 

a) with R 1 = h [1], the ,closed loop system matrices are 

[ 

-4.318 3.274 -0.312] 
A1 = 0.403 - 4.236 - 0.825 

0.244 - 0.099 - 2.981 

The eigenvalues of open loop system are - 4, -2 and -1. The assigned eigen

values of .A 1 are ( - 3 ± j0 .5) and ( - 5.53). 

[ 

0.123 - 0.316 - 0.087] 
P 1 = -0.316 2.741 -0 .505 

-0 .087 -0.505 1.33 

K 1 = [ 0.159 - 1.137 1.156] 
-0 .403 2.236 0.825 
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and 

Q' : [ 

1.167 - 3.012 

-3.012 2.741 

- 0.883 -1.596 

A . S AMBAN D AN, S.L . HAKK APAKKI 

- 0.883] 
-1.596 

5.025 

Since m = 2 the poles are assigned in two recursions (q = 2). In first recursion 

(-2, -1) are shifted to complex conjugate pair. In second recursion (-4) is 

shifted . 

By RSF transformation of A we get 

Ao = [ 

where 

-4 -0.707 

0 -2 

0 0 

0 

0.707 

- 0.707 

2.12] 
-1 , 

-1 

~ . 707] 
0.707 

Since U1 = ! 3 the identity matrix 

Eo= 
[ 

2 0 l - 0.707 0 

0.707 1.414 

AlL= [ 
-2 -1 l 

0 -1 [ 
- 0.707 0 l and E1L = 

0.707 1.414 

This has been solved in example 2(b) , and the chosen optimal closed loop poles 

are ( -3 ± j0.5) as before 

- [ -4 2.121 
A1 = ·0 -3 

0 0.197 

2.876] 
-1.267 

-3 

Fork = 2, by RSF transformation, A2 and E2 are given by 

[ 

-3.061 

A2 = . -~.366 

-0.186 

-2.938 

0 

2.087] 
2.858 , 

-4 
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where 

Then 

[ 

0.284 .0.935 

u2 = -0.905 0.334 

0.316 0.117 

.:...o.212] 
0.264 

0.94 

A2L = [-4] and B2L = [0 .054 1.329] 

Since &3 S &3 with the chosen value of &3 = -5.53 we get 

p2L = [0.61], Q [ l d T [ -0.778] 2L ::::: 5.813 an K2L = 
1.183 

Referred to the original system coordinates 

and 

6. 

[ 0.027 
p2 = - 0.11 

- 0.062 

/{2 = [ 
0.165 

- 0.251 

Q' = [ 

0.261 
- 1.048 

-0.589 

4.86 

- 4.54 

0.399 

- 0.11 

1.709 

-0.484 

-1.929 

2.542 

-1.048 

12.494 

- 3.637 

Conclusions 

1.27 l 
- 1.294 

- 2.649 

-0.06' j 
-0.484 

3.8 

0.361 l 
1.297 

- 0.589] 
- 3.637 

13.474 
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A multiple real pole assignment procedure using OPA theorem has been pre

sented in this paper. It has been shown that principal minors P;; are <:lirectly 

proportional to pole shift &;; . Hence P is called pole shift matrix. This 0 PA 

procedure enables the designer to locate optimally the closed loop poles to meet 

the closed loop system specifications. 

Further, it has been shown in this paper for optimally assigned poles that 

using our second theorem it is possible to calculate the equivalent controller 
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f{ and the corresponding cost function ( Q, R). In addition, the optimal pole 

region increases with increase of cost function R. Thus it is possible to use the 

entire region to the left of open loop poles (to the left of mirror image in case 

of unstable poles) for optimal pole assignment by using a general R instead of 

a unit matrix. This paper enables to identify the set of all cost functions that 

are being minimized fm a set of chosen optimal poles. This in turn provides the 

freedorr1 for the designer to choose an optimal feedback matrix K. 

Further research work is being carried out to establish the relation between 

complex poles of the closed system and elements of PkL· Also constraints on Pii 

such that Qii 2': 0 are being investigated. In addition the effect of R on OPR in 

the redundancy problem is being investigated. 
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Optymalne przesu:wanie biegunow a zagadnienie 

nadmiarowosci 

We wczesniejszej pracy autor6w [1] podano twierdzenie o optymalnym przesu

waniu biegun6w. Korzystajq,c z tego twierdzenia okreslono obszar optymalnych 

biegun6w. Opisano rekurencyjnq, procedur~ optymalnego przesuwania biegun6w. 

W kaidym kroku rekurancyjnym przesuwa si~ jeden lub dwa bieguny. W tej 

pracy przedstawia si~ algorytm przesuwania wielu biegun6w rzecl\ywistych w 

kaidym kroku. Podaje si~ fizycznq, interpretacj~ macierzy P b~dq,cej rozwiq,

ianiem r6wnania Riccatiego. Przy okreslaniu obszaru optymalnych biegun6w 

poczq,tkowo zaklada si~, ie R = I m, a nast~pnie to ograniczenie jest oslabione. 

Rozwazania wykazuj'!:, ie wybor R wplywa na obszar optymalnych biegun6w i 

i e w ten spos6b rnoina ten obszar powi~kszyc. 
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OrrTHMaJibHoe rrepeMeiii.eHHe IIOJIIOCOB .a Borrpoc 

H36biTOqHOCTH 

65 

B 6onee paHHe:A: pa6oTe aBTopoB [1] )I.aHa TeopeMa o6 OIITHMaJihHOM rrepe

Mem;eHHH IIOJIIOCOB. Ha OCHOBe TeopeMbl orrpe)I.eJieHa o6JiaCTb OIITHMaJibHbiX 

rronrocoB. OnHcaHa peKyppeHTHa.SI rrpon;e,II.ypa orrTHMaJibHoro rrepeMem;eHH.SI 

rronrocoB. Ha Ka:>K)I.OM peKyppeHTHOM rnary rrepeMem;aeTC.SI O)I.HH JIH6o )I.Ba 

rronroca. B )I.aHHo:A: pa6oTe rrpe)I.CTa}JJieH anropHTM rrepeMem;eHH.SI MHOrHx 

,II.e:A:cTBHTeJihHhiX rronrocoB Ha Ka:>K)I.OM mare. PaccMoTpeHa <l>H3H'llecKa.SI HH

TeprrpeTaD;H.SI MaTpHD;hl P, .SIBJI.Sirom;e:A:c.SI perneHHeM ypaBeHCTBa PHKKaTH. 

ITpH orrpe,II.eJieHHH o6nacTH orrTHMaJihHhiX rronrocoB B Ha'llaJie rrpe)I.rronaraeT

c.SI, 'liTO R + I m, a 3aTeM a To orpaHH'lleHHe ocna6JI.SieTc.SI. 11ccne,II.oBaHH.SI rro

Ka3biBaroT, 'liTO Bb16op R BJIH.SieT Ha o6JiaCTb OIITHMaJibHhiX IIOJIIOCOB H 'liTO 

MO:>KHO TaKHM o6pa30M 3TY o6JiaCTb yBeJIH'liHTb. 




